
The major limitation of this study is the small number of
patients and the incompleteness of the clinical data. The number
of patients in the specific subgroups are too small to draw any
firm conclusions. This is particularly the case in the comparison
between patients treated with videoconferencing versus
telephone consultation.

In Canada, where there are only a limited number of
neurologists, Telestroke affords the efficiency of having one
neurologist provide consultative services to many smaller
community hospitals. As an example, The Ontario Telestroke
Program8 currently has a primary and back-up stroke neurologist
(from a roster of 15) on-call for each 24 hour shift to provide
stroke consultations to 16 referring hospitals.

Telestroke has enabled many stroke patients in remote areas
to benefit from treatment with tPA and its use is now well
established as a standard of care. The next installment of the
Canadian Best Practice Recommendation for Stroke9 is currently
being updated to include a new section on Telestroke. The
American Stroke Association has recently published their
scientific statement of the evidence10 and practice guidelines on
telemedicine within stroke systems of care.11

Evidence from Northern Alberta and many other programs
suggest that when it comes to providing acute stroke care, to
paraphrase an old Bell Canada slogan, Telestroke is the …. next
best thing to being there12.
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The 1995 NINDS tissue plasminogen activator (tPA)1 trial
ushered in a new era in the management of acute ischemic
stroke. Tissue plasminogen activator proved to be the first
effective treatment, one that challenged our approach to acute
stroke management. This thrombolytic agent has a remarkably
short therapeutic window of 4.5 hours and the sooner treatment
is initiated the better the outcome.2 Furthermore, tPA carries a
significant risk of secondary intracerebral hemorrhage. The
appropriate admin-istration of tPA necessitates the availability of
both rapid brain imaging and stroke expertise, resources that
tend to be limited to Canada's large urban hospitals. Patients that
do not reside within close proximity to urban centres have not
been able to access this treatment. The advent of "Telestroke", a
term coined by Levine and Gorman,3 increased the radius of
access to tPA by linking patients in peripheral communities to
neurologists and other stroke experts.

Telestroke allows the consulting stroke expert to review the
brain imaging and, through videoconferencing, the ability to
directly examine the patient. Additionally, decisions pertaining
to the optimal management of the patient can be discussed
simultaneously with the referring physician, the patient, and the
patient's family. In most cases, Telestroke results in patients
being treated at their local hospital, rather than delaying
treatment until they are transferred to a stroke centre.

In this issue of the Canadian Journal of Neurological
Sciences, Khan and colleagues report their experience
implementing the Northern Alberta Telestroke program.4 In their
program neurologists from a single large academic hospital
provide consultations to seven remote referring hospitals with
CT scanners. Four hospitals were connected by two-way
videoconferencing whereas three had only telephone links. In all
cases, the five consulting neurologists had access to the patient's
CT scan images or a local radiologist's report. The clinical data
were collected by chart review.

Over the two year course of the study, 21% of the 210 patients
cared for in their program received tPA. There was a dramatic
reduction in the need to transfer patients to the "hub" hospital.
The outcomes of the 44 patients who were treated with tPA were
similar between the 34 patients that used videoconferencing and
ten that used telephone consultation only. At three months 40%
had a good outcome (modified Rankin <2) and the mortality was
22.5%. The early secondary hemorrhage rate was 11.4% with
two of the five patients having clinical worsening. These results
are comparable to published outcomes in patients treated with
tPA in stroke centres with onsite neurologists.5,6 Similar out-
comes have been reported by other Telestroke programs as
outlined in their Table 4 of their paper. The largest experience
comes from the TEMPiS group in Germany, where the authors
showed that the outcomes of patients in 12 community hospitals
managed with a Telestroke program were identical to patients
treated in their own stroke centres.7
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